Abstract. In the current work we propose a pipelining scheme for implementing Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems (ECC). The scalar multiplication is the dominant operation in ECC. It is computed by a series of point additions and doublings. The pipelining scheme is based on a key observation: to start the subsequent operation one need not wait until the current one exits. The next operation can begin while a part of the current operation is still being processed. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to compute the scalar multiplication in such a pipelined method. Also, the proposed scheme can be made resistant to side-channel attacks (SCA). Our scheme compares favourably to all SCA resistant sequential and parallel methods.
Introduction
Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems (ECC) were first proposed independently by Koblitz [16] and Miller [21] in 1985. The cryptosystem is based on the additive group of points on an elliptic curve over a finite field. It derives its security from the hardness of the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP). For a carefully chosen curve over a suitable underlying field there is no subexponential time algorithm to solve ECDLP. This fact enables ECC to provide a high level of security with much smaller keys than RSA and primitives based on discrete logarithm problems on finite fields. However, this security does not come for free. The group operation in ECC is more complex than that of finite field based cryptosystems. This provides a strong motivation for the cryptographic community to work on ECC to make them more efficient.
The fundamental operation in ECC is scalar multiplication, namely, given an integer m and an elliptic curve point P , the computation of mP . It is computed by a series of doubling (DBL) and addition (ADD) operation of the point P , depending upon the bit sequence representing d. A plethora of methods have been proposed to perform the scalar multiplication in a secure and efficient way. For an excellent review see [10] . The performance of all these methods is dependent on the efficiency of the elliptic curve group operations: DBL and ADD. In the current work we will refer to them as EC-operations. EC-operations in affine coordinates involve inversion, which is a very costly operation particularly over prime fields. To avoid inversion various co-ordinate systems have been proposed in literature. In this work we will use Jacobian coordinates.
In the current work we describe a very general technique to compute the scalar multiplication. It can be applied to any scalar multiplication method that only uses doubling and addition (or subtraction), with or without precomputations.
The computation of scalar multiplication proceeds in a series of EC-operations. A key observation is that these operations can be computed in a pipeline, so that the subsequent operation need not wait till the current one exits. The ADD and DBL algorithms have their own set of inputs. These algorithms can be divided into parts some of which can be executed with only a part of the input. So one part of the algorithm can begin execution as soon as the corresponding part of the inputs is available to it. Thus two or more EC-operations can be executed in a pipeline.
In the current work we propose a two stage pipeline. At any point of time there will be at most two operations in the pipeline in a "Producer-Consumer Relation". The one which enters the pipeline earlier will be producing outputs which will be consumed by the second operation as inputs. As soon as the producer process exits the pipeline the subsequent EC-operation will enter the pipeline as the consumer process. The earlier consumer would be producing outputs now which will be consumed by the newer process.
Any processor capable of handling ECC must have capabilities (in hardware or software) for executing field arithmetic. It must have modules for field element addition, subtraction, multiplication and inversion. In computing the scalar multiplication using a co-ordinate system other than affine coordinates, only one field inversion is necessary. So the most important operations are addition and multiplication. In the pipelined architecture we need a multiplier and an adder for each of the pipe stages. The adder can be shared by the pipe stages as the addition operation is much cheaper in comparison to multiplication. Note that in this work, we will consider a squaring as a multiplication. However, this is not true in general.
Our method will also require slightly more memory. As two EC-operations will be computed simultaneously in two pipe stages more memory will be required for processing. This extra memory requirement is discussed in details in Section 5.
In [17] , [18] , Paul Kocher et al. proposed Side-channel attacks (SCA), which are considered to be the most potential threat against mobile devices and ECC. Many countermeasures against SCA have been proposed in literature. Almost all of them involve some computational overhead to resist SCA. One of the latest methods proposed in [3] involves the least amount of computational overhead to get rid of simple power analysis attacks (SPA). The authors divide each ECoperation into atomic blocks which are indistinguishable from the side-channel.
So, in this model the computation of scalar multiplication is a sequence of indistinguishable atomic blocks. We use a variant of this method to resist SPA. To resist DPA many standard methods can be incorporated to it.
In this work we have used the computation time of an atomic block as a unit of time. One atomic block has one multiplication, two additions and one negation. As computation time of an addition is quite small in comparison to that of a multiplication, computation time of an atomic block is approximately that of a finite field multiplication. A point addition (mixed coordinates) takes 11 atomic blocks and a doubling takes 10 atomic blocks. So they can be computed in 10 and 11 units of time respectively. In our pipelining scheme an EC-operation can be computed in 6 units of time. This leads to a significant improvement in performance (see Section 5) . Furthermore, our scheme can be combined with windowing methods to obtain even faster scalar multiplication.
Background
In this section we briefly discuss the current state of affairs in ECC and sidechannel attacks.
Elliptic Curve Preliminaries
There exists an extensive literature on elliptic curve cryptography. Here we only mention the results that we need, without proof. We refer the reader to [10] for details. In the current work we will concentrate on curves over large prime fields only. Over a finite field F q , q = p r of odd characteristic p > 3, an elliptic curve has an equation of the form y 2 = x 3 + ax + b where a, b ∈ F q and 4a 3 + 27b 2 = 0. An elliptic curve point is represented using a pair of finite field elements. The group operations in affine coordinates involve finite field inversion, which is a very costly operations, particularly over prime fields [9] . To avoid these inversions, various co-ordinate systems like, projective, Jacobian, modified Jacobian, Chudnovsky-Jacobian have been proposed in literature [6] . We present our work in Jacobian coordinates, which are extensively used in implementations. In Jacobian coordinates, (X : Y : Z) represents the point (X/Z 2 , Y /Z 3 ) on the curve. The scalar multiplication is generally computed using a left-to-right binary algorithm. Binary Algorithm (left-to-right) for scalar multiplication Input: An integer m = m n−1 2 n−1 + · · · + m 0 , m n−1 = 0 and a point P Output: mP . 1. P 0 = P 2. for i = 0 to n − 2; 3.
if m n−2−i = 1 5.
P i+1 = ADD(P i+1 , P ); 6. Return (P n−1 )
The ADD operation in Jacobian coordinates is much cheaper if the Z-coordinate of one point is 1. This operation is called mixed addition [6] . In implementations of scalar multiplication, the addition operation in Step 5 is generally a mixed addition.
The algorithm needs n − 1 point doublings and on the average n/2 additions to compute the scalar multiplication. As computing the additive inverse of a given point is almost for free, addition and subtraction in the elliptic curve group have almost the same complexity. To reduce the complexity the Nonadjacent form (NAF) representation of the scalar multiplier has been proposed. In NAF, the coefficients of the representation belong to the set {0, 1, -1} and no two consecutive coefficients are non-zero. The number of non-zero terms in NAF representation is on the average n/3. Thus if the scalar multiplier is represented in NAF, the average number of point additions in the scalar multiplication algorithm reduces to n/3. To further reduce the number of additions the w-NAF representations have been proposed (see [22] [5]). With a precomputed table of size 2 w−1 points, the number of additions comes down to n/(w + 1). The complexity of scalar multiplication is thus dependent on the efficiency of point addition and doubling. We discuss the ADD and DBL algorithm in Jacobian coordinates below.
If two points P (X, Y, Z) and
Let In the current work, we do not distinguish between a multiplication and a squaring and neglect additions. So, roughly, we can say ADD involves 16 multiplications and DBL involves 10 multiplications. Mixed addition is quite cheaper, requiring only 11 multiplications.
Side-channel Attacks and Side-channel Atomicity
Side-channel attacks (SCA) are one of the most dangerous threat to ECCimplementations. Discovered by Paul Kocher et al. [17] , [18] SCA reveals the secret information by sampling and analyzing the side-channel information like timing, power consumption and EM radiation traces. ECC is very suitable for mobile and hand held devices, which are used in hostile outdoor environments. Hence an implementation must be side-channel resistant. SCA's which use power consumption traces of the computation are called power attacks. Power attacks subsumes timing attacks [11] . They can be divided into simple power attacks (SPA) and differential power attacks (DPA). Simple power attacks use information from one observation to break the secret. Differential power attacks use data from several observations and reveal the secret information by statistically analyzing them. Power analysis can be performed with very inexpensive equipments, hence the threat is real. Several countermeasures have been proposed in Table 1 . DBL Algorithm in Atomic Blocks
literature to guard ECC against SPA and DPA (see [2] , [7] , [11] , [15] , [4] for example). Almost all of them need some computational overhead for the immunization. Side-Channel Atomicity recently proposed in [3] involves nearly no overhead. There, the authors split the EC-operations into atomic blocks, which are indistinguishable from each other by means of side-channel analysis. Hence, if an implementation does not leak out any data regarding which operation being performed, the side-channel information becomes uniform. In order to immunize our computations against SPA, we choose this countermeasure with some modifications. Our division of the EC-operations into atomic blocks will be different than the one given in [3] . This is to facilitate our pipelining scheme.
To immunize ECC from DPA, many countermeasures have been proposed. Most of them involve randomization of the processed data, such as the representation of the point or of the curve or of the scalar. We do not discuss the these issues at length here. The interested reader can refer to Ciet's Thesis [4] for a comprehensive treatment. We just observe that almost all schemes can be adapted to our method to make it DPA resistant.
Dividing EC-operations into Atomic Blocks
We divide each EC-operation into atomic blocks. Following [3] , each block contains one multiplication and two additions. Subtraction is treated as a negation followed by an addition. To accommodate subtractions we include one negation in each atomic block. The atomic blocks are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 . Our ADD and DBL algorithms are designed, keeping in mind scalar multiplication algorithm. In the binary algorithm, described in Section 2.1 whenever an addition is carried out, one input is fixed i.e. P . So we may assume that like DBL, algorithm ADD has also one input P i . Also, we can keep the point P in affine coordinates and gain efficiency by using mixed addition algorithm. Note that in Table 1 and Table 2 , we have assumed that the EC-operations always get their inputs (X i , Y i , Z i ) at three specific locations T 6 , T 7 , T 8 respectively. Also, the EC-operation write back their outputs as these are computed to these locations only. The coordinates of the point P = (X, Y, 1), which is an argument to all addition operations are also stored in two specific locations T x = X, T y = Y . Also, the curve parameter a needs to be stored. These six locations are public in the sense that any EC-operations in any of the two pipe stages can use them. One more location is required for the dummy operations. Both operations in the pipeline will share this location. Besides while two EC-operations being computed in the pipeline, each of them will have some locations (five each) private to them to store their intermediate variables. Thus the method requires 17 locations for the computation.
In Table 2 we provide the mixed addition algorithm in atomic blocks. Mixed addition requires 11 multiplications and doublings involves 10. So, adding one dummy multiplication to the DBL and some additions and negations to ADD/DBL, we can use whole of them as atomic blocks. However in that case we have to use these EC-operations as atomic units of computation. So, one operation has to be completed before the other begins. We do not adopt this approach as our aim in this work is to break the EC-operations into parts such that a part of one can start execution while a part of another is still in the pipeline.
An Analysis of ADD and DBL
Let us analyze the ADD and DBL algorithms presented in the Table 1 and  Table 2 . To DBL, there are three inputs, namely, X i , Y i , Z i . It computes the double of the input point. Let us look at the various atomic blocks more closely.
We make the following observations on DBL:
-The atomic blocks ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , ∆ 3 can be computed with the input Z i only.
-Input X i is needed by DBL at block ∆ 4 and thereafter.
-The block ∆ 5 needs the input Y i as well. But ∆ 5 produces the output Z i+1 . So, the next EC-operation can begin after DBL completes ∆ 5 . -The atomic block ∆ 8 produces the output X i+1 . -∆ 10 produces the output Y i+1 and the process terminates. Table 2 . ADD Algorithm in Atomic Blocks
ADD Algorithm
Input: P = (Tx, Ty), Pi = (Xi, Yi, Zi) Output: P + Pi = (Xi+1, Yi+1, Zi+1).
If instead a subtraction should be performed (add the negative (−Tx, Ty)), incorporate R2 = −Tx in Γ1 and replace the first step of Γ2 by R2 = R2 × R1.
We have similar observations on ADD:
-The atomic blocks Γ 1 , Γ 2 , Γ 3 can be computed with the input Z i only.
-Input X i is needed by ADD at block Γ 4 and thereafter.
-Γ 5 produces the output Z i+1 . So, the next EC-operation can begin after ADD completes Γ 5 .
-The input Y i is not required till the atomic block Γ 8 .
-Γ 9 produces the output X i+1 and Γ 11 produces Y i+1 and the process terminates.
The most interesting part of this division into atomic blocks is that both ECoperations perfectly match in a producer-consumer relation. In most situations as we will see in the next section, as soon as an output is produced by the producer process the consumer process consumes it. In some situations when the consumer process requires the input before it is produced by the producer, the consumer process has to wait an atomic block. However, such situations will not arise much frequently, hence it does not affect the efficiency much.
Pipelining the Scalar Multiplication Algorithm in ECC
In this section we describe our pipelining scheme -a two stage one, each stage executing an EC-operation in parallel. In the following discussion we assume that the EC-operation executing in pipe stage 1 gets its inputs when it needs. Later we will see, it is not always true. However such cases will not occur very frequently.
In the computation of the scalar multiplication, an DBL is always followed by an ADD or DBL, but an ADD is always followed by an DBL. So in the proposed pipeline we always see a pattern like DBL(producer)-DBL(consumer) or DBL(producer)-ADD(consumer) or ADD(producer)-DBL(consumer). This is true even if the scalar is represented in NAF or w-NAF and makes the sequence DBL-DBL more frequent.
Let us see how these EC-operations play their parts in this producer-consumer relation. We show this in the Table 3 . The atomic blocks Γ i 's belong to an ADD and ∆ j 's belong to DBL. Besides we have given a superscript to each of them to denote which EC-operation has entered the pipeline earlier. In the following description we will refer to pipe stage 1 and pipe stage 2 as PS1 and PS2 respectively. Also, in this discussion our unit of time is time taken to execute one atomic block. In the next three subsections we will discuss how EC-operations coupled with each other behave in the pipeline.
DBL-DBL Scenario
Let us first consider the DBL-DBL scenario. It is presented in Columns 2 and 3 of Table 3 .
-Let us assume that the first DBL (say, DBL (i) ) and enters PS1 at time k + 1. at the same time. 
. Note that DBL (i+1) requires its second input i.e. X i in this block, which is available to it. It was computed by DBL (i) in the previous atomic block.
-During time k + 10,
and computes its third output
5 . But it needs its third input which is being computed at this time only. Hence it waits. DBL (i) terminates at the end of time k + 10.
5 , produces its first output and moves to PS2 in the next time unit. Although the other pipe stage is vacant now it can not be utilized as DBL (i+1) has not yet produced its first output.
Note that in this scenario, when two DBL's enter the pipeline one by one, two pipeline stages remain idle (one at time k + 10 and another at time k + 11) during the computations. We have marked them by '*' in the table. If the attacker using the side-channel information can detect this he may be able to conclude that two doubling were being computed now. To keep the adversary at bay we can compute two dummy blocks at these times. That will also implement the wait for the other process.
One can easily convince oneself that these choices are optimal. The computation of Z i+1 requires Y i which is only provided in the final stage of the previous doubling. Hence, a wait stage cannot be avoided.
DBL-ADD Scenario
Let us consider the situation when an DBL is followed by an ADD. This scenario is described in Columns 4 and 5 of Table 3 . Unlike the previous discussion we will refer to the operations as ADD and DBL only, without any superscript. Note that the DBL has entered the pipeline first and ADD later. Suppose the DBL starts at time k + 1. We can see that:
-At time k + 5, DBL computes block ∆ (i) 5 , its first output Z i+1 and then it enters PS2 at the next time unit.
-At time k + 6, the ADD enters at PS1, uses the output Z i+1 of DBL.
-At time k + 8, the DBL completes its block ∆ (i) 8 and produces the output
. It needs its second input (X i+1 ), which is produced by the DBL in the previous time interval.
-At time k + 10, the DBL computes its last atomic block and provides its third output. The ADD computes Γ
. The last output computed by the DBL is required by the ADD two time units later.
In this scenario the coupling of operations is perfect. No pipeline stages are wasted. Note however, that this sequence is always followed by a doubling. That sequence is discussed in the next paragraph.
ADD-DBL Scenario
The scenario, when an ADD is followed by an DBL has been presented in Columns 6 and 7 of Table 3 . For sake of brevity we are not going for an analysis of it. One can see that here the combination of the EC-operations involves three wait stages at times k + 9, k + 11 and k + 12. Still this is the optimal way of performing this sequence and it fits perfectly after the DBL-ADD sequence discussed above. In DBL-ADD-DBL the addition finishes 12 steps after entering PS1 and at the same time the following doubling can enter PS2. These observations also guarantee that 6 atomic blocks are necessary for computation of each EC-operation (see Section 5), except for the first and the last ones. This requirement of 6 atomic blocks is exact and not just asymptotic.
Implementation and Results
In this section we will discuss the issues related to the implementation of the scheme. Also, we will demonstrate the speed-up that can be achieved in an implementation. Hardware Requirement: As the proposed scheme processes two EC-operation simultaneously, we will require more hardware support than is generally required for ECC. To implement the pipe stages we will require a multiplier and an adder for each of the pipe stages. As addition is a much cheaper operation than multiplication one adder can be shared between the pipe stages. We do not need separate (multiplicative) inverter for each pipe stage. In fact, we need only an inversion after completing all the EC-operations. So one inverter would suffice. Thus, in comparison to a sequential computation we need only one more multiplier to implement the proposed scheme. Memory Requirement: In general ADD requires 7 locations and DBL requires 6 locations in memory in sequential execution, where one EC-operation is executed at a time. So in a sequential implementation the whole scalar multiplication can be computed using 7 locations for the EC-operations. The proposed scheme requires 17 memory locations i.e. 10 extra memory locations. From the space this corresponds to 5 precomputed points, however our scheme needs active registers and not only storage. For a fair comparison we will later compare our algorithm to a sequential one with 8 precomputed points. Synchronization: As we have said there are seven locations where some values will be stored during whole process of computation. So, if two processes working at two stages of the pipeline wish to access these values simultaneously, conflict may arise. Particularly, if one process is trying to read and the other is trying to write the same location at the same time, then it will lead to a very serious problem. The input values X, Y and a are static and no attempt is made to write on these locations. Checking the above tables one can observe that the atomic blocks are arranged in a manner that no conflicts occur. Resistance Against SCA As the technique uses side-channel atomicity, it is secure against simple power analysis under the assumption (cf. [3, 4] ) that dummy operations cannot be detected and that squarings and multiplications are indistinguishable from the side channel. Note that the Hamming weight of the scalar is leaked; we come back on this later. To resist DPA Joye-Tymen's curve randomization [15] can be easily adopted into the scheme. It will require two more storage locations. As the scheme uses affine representation of the point, it is does not adapt directly to Coron's point randomization [7] . However, note that after the first doubling, the output point is no more affine. Hence it can be randomized. Also this later randomization does not compromise the security because, the first EC-operation is always a doubling.
A second option is to do the preprocessing step T 6 = T x × Z 2 , T 7 = T y × Z 3 , T 8 = Z, for some randomly chosen Z. This requires 4 multiplications and the input to the first doubling is no longer affine; hence, the costs are higher than in the first proposal. Both ways there is absolutely no problem in the scheme to adapt to scalar randomizations. Performance: We discuss the performance of the scheme in depth. There are two multipliers, one for each of the pipe stages. The multiplications in the atomic blocks being executed in the pipe stages are computed in parallel. As said earlier, the scheme can be made resistant against DPA, using various randomization techniques. That will require some routine computations. In the discussion below we neglect these routine computations. Also, we will neglect the routine computation required at the end to convert the result from the Jacobian to affine coordinates.
To compute mP , if m has hamming weight h and length n one has to compute n − 1 DBL and h ADD. An DBL operation requires 10 atomic blocks and an ADD requires 11 atomic blocks to complete. In a sequential execution that will consume 10(n − 1) + 11h units of time.
In the binary algorithm with the scalar multiplier m expressed in binary, h = n/2 on average. So, the computation of the scalar multiplication requires 10(n − 1) + 11(n/2) = 15.5n − 10 atomic blocks. That is, one has to compute about 15.5 atomic blocks per bit on the average. If m is represented in 160 bits, i.e. n = 160, the scalar multiplication can be carried out by executing 2470 atomic blocks or in 2470 units of time.
In NAF representation of the multiplier, h = n/3 on average. So the computation time is 10(n − 1) + 11 × n/3 time units. That is one has to compute about 13.6n atomic blocks or 13.6 atomic blocks per bit of the multiplier. If m is expressed in NAF and n = 160, the computation requires to execute 2177 atomic blocks. That is the computation takes 2177 units of time.
The binary methods with or without NAF representation use less memory than our methods. For sake of fairness let us compare the performance of our method with with the method using w-NAF (see [22] ). The method requires storing of 2 w−1 points and n−1 doublings and 1/(w+1) additions on the average. For a scalar of 160 bits with w = 5, the method in a sequential execution requires to store 16 points and computes the scalar multiplication in 1893 units of time.
Example:
In Table 4 , we have exhibited the computation process for a small scalar multiplier 38 = 100110. To compute 38P , one has to carry out EC-operations as DBL, DBL, DBL, ADD, DBL, ADD, DBL. Note that this multiplier encompasses all possibilities, i.e. DBL-DBL, DBL-ADD and ADD-DBL. The computation takes 46 units of time. In the table we have shown how the computation progresses. Each atomic block has been assigned a superscript to denote the serial number of the EC-operation to which it belongs. Also some atomic blocks are prefixed or suffixed by (X) or (Y ) or (Z). A suffix indicates that at that atomic block the EC-operation outputs the corresponding value. A prefix indicates that at the specified atomic block the EC-operation consumes that input. Also, a '#' sign in the time column indicates that an EC-operation exits the pipeline at that time. A '*' in a pipe stage indicates a dummy atomic block has to be computed there. A '-' indicates no computation.
As we can check from the table, in the pipelining scheme, the first ECoperation which is usually an DBL, completes in 10 time units. In fact, as we take the base point in affine coordinates, first three blocks are not necesssary and it needs only 7 blocks. If we use Coron's randomization here 5 more blocks are required for that. After that an EC-operation (be it an DBL or an ADD) completes in every 6 units of time. Let m be represented by n bits with hamming weight h. Then the scalar multiplication will involve h + n − 1 EC-operations (n − 1 doublings and h additions). The first doubling will take 7 units of time and the other n + h − 2 will be computed in 6 units of time in the pipelining scheme. So it will take 7 + 6(n + h − 2) + 5 = 6(n + h) units of time. For a scalar
